Tips box 3D design
Тheme: Forest life
This nomination gives the possibility for the master to show its professionalism and skill in creating
the work in technique Mix Media with 3D elements.
Theme: Forest life - this theme demonstrates the realistic nature of forest and its inhabitants. It can
be a forest from any part of our planet. The most attention should be paid on composition, details
and harmonious color selection. It is not allowed to use unrealistic and mythical creatures(the god
of woods, Forest Fairy, etc.).
Terms of the nomination:
1. Design is done on tips before the beginning of the competition(as homework) and it should be
brought in a box which you can buy, or you can made it by your vision of the size of it
2. The master represents its work on the competition which is done on 10 tips of various sizes(such
as on hands)
3. Form of the tips can be any form, it is your choice, but it should not be longer than 5 centimeters
4. The ratio of length and height of the tips should be harmonious. 3D details should not cross the
boundary of the tips in width more than 1 centimeter
5. Molds are forbidden in creating 3D details
6. 3D details should be made out of acryl and color gel, and supplemented by elements of hand
drawing
7. Materials that can be used in work are: acrylic color, glitter acrylic color, color monomer,
modeling gel, color gel, acrylic colors, and accessories for nail art. Material that is not intended for
nail art should not be used
8. The use of dry glitter is not allowed
9. The master is expected to finish the work before the competition and to bring it on the day of the
competition and hand it over between 9AM and 10AM, or to send it via mail before March 1st 2015
10. The competitor should use the following techniques in work: aquarium design, basrelief, acryl
or 3D gel, 3D compositions and hand drawing.

